CANNABIS SAMPLER TOUR
Cannabis culture is on the rise in the US, particularly Colorado, and curious travelers are taking the trip to find out what
all the hubbub is about. Where there’s smoke there’s fire and Denver is hot right now offering ganja-friendly hotels, tours,
culinary classes and even spa treatments. House of Travel has the 4-1-1 on these offerings in Denver, and other hotspots
throughout the state. As experts in niche travel, House of Travel can package the following offerings for “Best Buds”
Bachelor/Bachelorette parties, guys or girls getaways or for couples looking to take their relationship to a “higher” level.

Denver Ganja Friendly
Hotels and Bud and
Breakfast
Downtown Hotels starting from $149/night | Bud
and Breakfast from $179/night | Private residences
from $179/night. Some provide Vaporizers, are near
dispensaries and local attractions.

VIP Dispensary & Grow
Tour - $99 per person
A friendly luxury limo bus will pick you up and grant VIP
access at Denver’s top retail marijuana dispensaries,
with great discounts, giveaways, and a fully guided
buying experience. Guests will have exclusive access
to one of Colorado’s most advanced industrial grow
facilities for an insider’s look at marijuana growing,
cultivation, and process from clone to packaging. Also
included is a stop at a local Denver restaurant for a
meal followed by a visit to one of the world’s top glass
shops or an evening event.

420 Friendly Airport
Transfers
To and from downtown hotel $150 (up to 4 pax) –
with stop at dispensary and offers a 10% discount

Cannabis Cooking Class
$129 per person
Located in the beautiful historic Highlands area of
Denver, the Stir Cooking School offers a “Stoner Bowl
Cooking Class” for adults who want to learn to tweak
their cooking techniques and add marijuana into meals.
These hands-on cooking classes enable students to
make five mouth-watering cannabis-infused dishes.

Cannabis Massage
$95 in studio / $115 in room
Sushi and Joint Roll Dinner
$59 per person
Learn how to roll joints, roll sushi and sample wine in
this one-of-a-kind intimate dinner experience. Led by a
top Denver Itamae or sushi chef, event includes Sushi
dinner made by guests, rolling papers, prizes and more.

Cannabis infused Massages are performed with the
highest quality marijuana oils infused with active THC
and CBD oils used not as a form of getting “high”
but for the purpose of deep muscle relaxation and
naturopathic form of pain relief providing a sense of
deep relaxation and even a sense of “floating.”

Best Buds Packages
Two night “Best Buds” packages including these
options start from $590 per person, plus airfare.
For bookings and inquiries please call 305-931-3002
or email info@houseoftravel.net.
Visit www.houseoftravel.net for more information.

